* Bones,Brawns,and Brains.The
final episode in this series
describesthe phylumChordata,
both the invertebrate(salp and
tunicates) and the vertebrates.
It discusses the characteristics
that humans share with all
other organisms,and that when
bones, skulls, and jaws developed, these animals were able
to move to the top of the food
chain. The great apes show further development, with their
complex social behaviors and
their abilities to mimic and
learn. The episode demonstrates that humans share origins with every animal and are
not the sole survivors of the
journey of evolution.
The Shape of Life is one of the
most outstanding documentaries
ever produced. It describes each of
the majoranimalphyla in a manner
that is both informativeand entertaining.While the series is designed
to be used in its entirety,it can also be
shown one episodeat a time.Someof
the footageis a bit graphic(animals
eatingother animals),but this series

is appropriatefor any middleor high
school life science/biology class. It
would also be an asset to a marine
biology curriculum,as life began in
water and all the animalsdiscussed
live there. This quote from the box
sums it up in one sentence: "The
series celebratesthe splendors and
strugglesof evolution,unveilingeight
biologicaldesigns that arethe underpinningsof nearlyall animallife."

videos are not designed to be used
as teaching aids in the classroom,
they can be useful to those who
want to learn about and/or teach
evolutionin any context.

For teacherswho feel that evolution is not their "areaof expertise,"
this course can provide a comprehensive look at the theory of evolution while simultaneously focusing
on the evolutionary history of
JeffreyD. Sack humans to examine the origins of
ValleyRegionalHigh School modern human behavior,anatomy,
Deep River,CT 06417 and language.Moreover,for teachers
jsack@vrhs.com experiencedwith this subject material,it is a useful source of examples
for teaching evolution, a difficult
topic to cover adequately within a
limited scope. In addition to pure
content, a valuable aspect of this
course is its presentation of the
study of human evolutionwithin the
Biological Anthropology: An changing contexts of leading modEvolutionary Perspective. A collec- els. The lectures include personal
tion of videotapedlecturestaughtby anecdotes about researchers and
Professor Barbara J. King, The academic debates, which bring the
College of William and Mary, subjectto life.
Williamsburg,VA.Producedby The
The lecturesin this video collecTeaching Company,4151 Lafayette
Center Drive, Suite 100, Chantilly, tion contain very few visual aids.
VA 20151-1232. (800) 832-2423. They lack animatedgraphics, interwww.teachl2.com.Forpricinginfor- views with researchers,and other
mation, contact The Teaching multi-mediapossibilities that would
Company directly,since significant be useful to incorporateinto video
discounts (up to 70%) can be format.However,Dr.BarbaraKingis
an engaging speaker,and watching
obtained.
her lecture on videotape helps the
Biological Anthropology com- viewer remain focused. (I have lisbines scientificanalysisof the fossil tened to several of the Teaching
record and behavioral studies of Company lecture series on audiomodern humans and their closest tape and have often been distractliving evolutionary"relatives"(apes ed.) Also, while the graphics are
and monkeys), to model possible plain, the synaesthetic mixing of
scenarios for human physical and audio and video with timelines,
social development. These lectures maps, and picturesof fossils helped
cover topics relatedto the evolution me to grasp the chronology and
of humans, starting at the point of geography of the events in human
divergencewith other primates.
evolutiondifferentlythan I would by
The video set comprises24 half- simply reading textbooks and artihour lecturesthat are most valuable cles. The outline notes in the video
when viewed in order.The continu- (and providedin a separatebooklet)
ity of the lecturesreinforcesthe time- are also useful for following the
line of human evolution and also structure of the lectures, especially
provides insight into the develop- when Dr. King sets up several prement of biologicalanthropologyas a dominant theories and then anamodern academicfield. While these lyzes them critically.
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* UltimateAnimal.Startingwith a
discussion of the evolutionary
success of humans, this episode
suggests that being bilateral
with a brainmay not be the best
animal design. It goes on to
show how the Echinoderm
body plan, with its five-part
symmetry,is well suited for its
life on the ocean floor.They can
move in any direction through
the use of thousands of tube
feet, and have a nerve ring
which coordinates the movements of arms. There is an
excellent video of Pyenopodia,
the "hitman"of all sea stars. It
eats everythingin its path, and
things that can move get out of
its way when it approaches.
Ultimately,sea stars and their
relatives show that you don't
need eyes, ears, a brain, or the
abilityto run fast in order to be
successful.

this field, is the place to visit. The
"Education"
appletwill transportthe
user to a wide arrayof resourcesand
activities hardly anticipated.
Teachers and students can access
the "WonderwiseParasitologyKit"
(a projectof the Women in Science
Learning Series), which includes a
section called "ParasiteSleuth."This
feature,which meets NationalScience
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wide spectrum of diseases, such as
heartworm.Thereare separatelinks
for both canine and feline parasites,
including the flea life cycle and how
to control it. A great featureof this
Web site is that questions may be
posted, and the answers to some
CatherineKing
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For students, the video set
would be a valuableasset to have in
their library; it can be viewed to
make up content missed in class or
serve as an excellent source of independent projectsfor those intrigued
by biologicalanthropology.
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